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When it comes to spotting political abuses and covert conspiracies designed to strip Americans of

their rights and freedoms, no one is more vigilant than #1 New York Times bestselling authors Dick

Morris and Eileen McGann (Screwed!, Revolt!, Fleeced, Outrage). In their latest call-to-arms, Here

Come the Black Helicopters!, Morris and McGann expose the most potent threat to date to our

cherished way of life: the brazen and treacherous Liberal plan to circumvent our democratic

processes by putting ultimate governing power in the hands of unaccountable international

organizations. Filled with shocking, incontrovertible evidence as well as a concrete action plan, Here

Come the Black Helicopters! is an essential read that will open the publicÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s eyes to the

catastrophe that will surely occur if we allow our misguided politicians to hand the reins of

government over to a devious and frighteningly inept United Nations.
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Warning: Our national sovereignty and our freedom are in grave danger.Stealthily advancing, the

globalists and socialists at the United Nations, and in the United States itself, are trying to dilute our

national sovereignty, undermine our democratic values, and mandate massive transfers of our

wealth and technology to third world countries. They want to create a "global governance" where

binding and critical decisions are made by the UN and international commissions, instead of by our

elected officials.They want to make us citizens of the world, and it means the end of annoying



democratic institutions. Economic prosperity will be punished. All countries will be equal, rich and

poor, large and tiny, free and enslaved. The Lilliputians will rule the giants.The globalists dismiss

democracy as obsolete and surrender us to rule by civil service experts: bureaucrats who are

elected by nobody and accountable to no one. They want Congress to ratify a series of treaties and

global initiatives that will give them control of the Internet, the seas, our carbon emission policies,

our welfare system, and even outer space. They will hobble our ability to go to war and send our

wealth to third world dictatorships.They'll attack anyone who tries to stop them.Testifying before the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee in May 2012, Hillary Clinton mocked those fighting for

American sovereignty as "the black helicopter crowd," belittling those who value freedom and US

sovereignty. Ironically, Clinton's sarcastic putdown comes strikingly close to the truth.They call it

"global governance." We call it the end of freedom. The homogenization of America. The day when

the virtual black helicopters land. So, watch out, the black helicopters are metaphorically on the

way.

Dick Morris served as Bill Clinton&#39;s political consultant for twenty years. A regular political

commentator on Fox News, he is the author of ten New York Times bestsellers (all with Eileen

McGann) and one Washington Post bestseller.Eileen McGann is an attorney who, with her

husband, Dick, writes columns for the New York Post and for their website, dickmorris.com. She has

written extensively about the abuses of Congress and the need for reform.

Dick Morris and Eileen McGann are a fine writing team. They address issues of extensive

contemporary political interest adroitly and with finesse. That makes what eneded up as a near

remainder at $3 on cheap paper worth the price of admission. Dick and Eileen explore the realities

and "myths" (they aren't myths, they are happening) of the possibilities of the New World Order and

Global Governance....we now know that with the stroke of a pen the President can negate some of

the "treaties" promulgated by the last regime (2009-2017), which can only be brought back by the

next regime...and likely will. The problem is that we have lost our representative republican

democracy, and now most people (at least 50 percent) have seen the little many behind the

booming voice in the Wizard of Oz--and they aren't taking any more of it.Do Morris and McGann

have the answers--not yet, I don't think, but they do stimulate your thinking, and if you are a

Millenial, this book would be good reading for you for background to understand what is happening

to America now, 2017.A more cogent psychological question for me is Dick Morris. I would love to

have a cup of coffee with him...and find out how a 20-year Clinton loyalist could imbibe the words of



David Brooks, interpreted them, and put them out in such good order. And, if you watch his

YouTube videos, he truly does seem like a leopard who has changed his spots. As a psychologist,

I've not seen such a convincing performance and any price, so I'll leave it to the reader to come to

his or her or their own conclusions. It will be worth your time.

Good book

Black helicopters do exist. Several, without marking of any sort have been seen in western

Wyoming and Montana. This book describes the politics behind such.

Tells you that to expect about Obama and Hillary Clinton plan to do.

Excellent book

Yes'r

Very informative!!
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